Abstract: Regarding the m~surement of reverberation time, the accuracy of the direct method in which the reverberation time is obtained directly from the decay curve of the envelope of a squared impulse response was investigated. As a result, it has been found that the direct method provides almost the same reverberation time as those by the integrated impulse response method and the former method is more robust than the latter under the condition of low S~condition and limited data length of impulseresponse.~~O DUCTION k 1S0 3382 publishd in 1997, the integmted impdse wnse method based on the Schrder's thary]) has been adopted. As we~know this method is tharetidly wefl related to the conventiomd noise interrupted methd but mefil attentions) are needed in the practid marements for the conditions of SN ratio and data length of the imptdse response -use of the time-integration p~ing, Besides this meth~the direet method in which revetimtion time is obtaind my from the decay cume of irnptise _nse has kn o&n used. h this study, the measurement accuracy and properties of the h method is investigate under the mmparisors with the inte~td impdse Eporsse method using imptiw qatiy measured in MS and @ciWy synthesid sigmd.
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DETEW~A~ON OF WW~EWTION TM~OM WULSE WSPONSE
h this study, the foflowing two methods were apptid to determine the revetiration time from impdse response. ktemtd imRti% _nse meth~: Aardingto1S03382, reverberation drne is obtained from the d-y range of -5 dB to -35 dB by tinm regression. @ advanm of the re~sioL it was confirmed that the S~mtio }W ticient for thẽ ment.)
Direct method: The envelope of an impulse response is obtaind by dcdating the root mw quare vatue for every 10 rns and the linm regrwion is applied to the by cuwe between the point 200 ms after the direct sound and the point of-30 dB.
CO~~SON BEmEN THE D~CT METHOD AND THE~TEGWTION METHOD
(1) Correspondenceof reverberation time: Revetiration ties of 100 &ta of imptise responses m~in 14
Ns using the sweep ptiw method were obtained by the two methods. The imptise responses were limited to 2~tave band including 500 W and 1 W bands. As shown in HGW 1, it is clearly seen that the values of revetimtion time obtained by the two methods are ftirly in gti a~ment for almost M data.
(2) bfluence of the background noise: To investigate the Muence of background noise in imptise re~nse on the determimtion of revetiration time, two studies were perfomd. Fidy, an artifitid impulse response with an idd e~nentid decay (2.0 s in reverbemtion time) was synthesiti. By changing the S~mtio condition by miting a pink noise to the artificial si@ step by step, the reverberation time was obtained by the two methods. The @ts are compared in HGW 2, in which S is the toti ener~of the ticid si@ for 2.7s duration and N is the toti ener~of the pink noise for the same duration. New, 2-e band limited pink noise w added to the atily mm irnptiw respom so that they had 35 dB SN ratio, and the revetiration times were obtaind. RGW 3 shows the comparison of the reverberation time under the conditions of with and without the noise. h th~two tits, it can be seen that the direet method is more robust to the tiuenw of the background noise than the integration methd.
(3) The effeet of limitationof the data length: Thedatalength of the ficid irnptise -W mentioned above was changd step by step and the metimtion time was obtained by the two meth~as show in~GW 4. Nem the data len~of tie atiy mimpti~responses were Wted to 1.2 s and the revetimtion times obtained under this rendition were mmwith those obtained under the condition of 2,7 s data length as shown in HGW 5. In these two retits, it ears be~n that the dim method provides more stable revetimtion time than the integration method under the condition of limited data length. 
